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" Now come, Mrs. Maltese, does such an expression, said
charmingly or the reverse, convey any blame to you or to
your friends ? "
" If the reverse, yes."
" Am I to take it that the conception of morality in
your circle is the same as in—my lord's ? "
" How is the witness to answer that, Sir James ? "
" Well, in your circle are you shocked when your friends
are divorced, or when they go off together for a week in
Paris, say, or wherever they find convenient ? "
" Shocked ? Well, I suppose one needn't be shocked by
what one wouldn't do oneself."
" In fact, you're not shocked ? "
" I don't know that I'm shocked by anything."
" That would be being stuffy, wouldn't it ? "
" Perhaps."
" Well, will you tell me then—if that's the state of mind
in your circle ; and you said, you know, that your circle is
less free and easy than the plaintiff's—how it is possible
that such words as c she hasn't a moral about her' can
have done the plaintiff any harm ? "
" The whole world isn't in our circles."
" No. I suggest that only a very small portion of the
world is in your circles. But do you tell me that you or
the plaintiff pay any	? "
"How can she tell, Sir James, what the plaintiff
pays ? "
" That you, then, pay any attention to what people
outside your circle think ? "
Soames moved his head twice. The fellow was doing
it well. And his eye caught Fleur's face turned towards
the witness ; a little smile was curling her lip.
" I don't personally pay much attention evea to what
anybody in my circle thinks."

